PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND SPORTS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY
MIZAEL CONRADO DE OLIVEIRA

FOOTBALL 5 A SIDE PLAYER
2 TIMES PARALYMPIC GOLD MEDAL
2 TIMES WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
VICE-PRESIDENT OF BRAZIL NPC
PARALYMPIC SPORT

1944 • Foundation of the Stoke Mandeville of Spinal Cord Injury Hospital (UK)

1945 • End of II World War

1946 • Creation of Wheelchair Basketball - USA

1948 • Creation of Stoke Mandeville Games

1952 • 1st edition of International Stoke Mandeville Games

1956 • Recognize by International Olympic Committee
1960 • 1st Edition os Paralympic Games (Rome)

1980 • Sport of Management Organization by impairment area

1988 • Paralympic Games at the same structure of Olympic Games (Seoul)

1989 • Creation of Paralympic Games

2001 • Agreement between IOC and IPC to organize the Paralympic Games
3rd Biggest Event of the World
Inclusion Education and Adapted Physical Activity
Special School X Regular School
Knowledge of Physical Education
Teacher
Diversity
Health Rehabilitation Self-Esteem Inclusion in Society
Sport role to modify the perception of the Society regarding the People with Disability
More than Medals...
Obrigado!

Thank you!